
UC RIVERSIDE - Student Comments of Instructor,
Discussion Courses - Fall 2014 

Course:  MATH 009A Section:  041 
Instructor:  Brandon Hector Coya

Question # 18: YOUR CONSTRUCTIVE COMMENTS ON YOUR GRADUATE STUDENT INSTRUCTOR'S TEACHING SKILLS ARE EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT. PLEASE WRITE YOUR COMMENTS IN THE TEXTBOX BELOW. PLEASE LIMIT YOUR COMMENTS TO 2000 CHARACTERS.

Brandon Hector Coya is an excellent Calculus TA. He is very supportive of his students and offers to help students on what ever problem they
need help on. When helping students on various math problems, he always knows how to solve the problem. Nonetheless, he provides excellent
explanations for each problem so that the student asking the question fully understands what is going on. In class, he is very prepared and
serious about what he teaching but a the same time incorporates some humor whenever possible to make the learning experience interesting
and fun. Overall, Brandon Hector Coya is an excellent instructor and he shows me that he has mastered the concepts of Calculus. 

You were such a helpful teacher to have. Thank you for helping me better understand Calculus.

Overall, Brandon Coya is a great instructor. After going to several office hours with Coya, Calculus became much easier and fun to do. Coya
helped me out on whatever problem I had in calculus and explained the problem and solutions in depth and clearly until I understood how to
solve them myself. Truly one of the best instructors I had and would highly recommend Coya as an instructor. 

Very good TA and helpful with flexible time. Encourages to get homework done early and attend office hours. Loves math so always motivated to
help but doesn't give help until you've actually tried which pushes student try before actually asking.

One of the best discussion teachers I've had so far. He really goes in depth and helps you understand the problems, no matter how easy a
problem may be. He answered every question that was presented, whether it was in class or via email. I wish he a personal tutor however,
because during office hours it was difficult to receive one-on-one help with so many students.

Brandon is very smart in this subject, but grades really harshly. I got points off for using the wrong wording, despite getting the correct answer.
He also never gave us any practice problems besides the homework we already have to do. 

He answers questions clearly and helpfully. He helps us understand the quiz prep.

Great TA. He is an effective communicator and very knowledgeable. He provides excellent feedback because he admires his work and math.
One thing we could change is time management of the class, but overall lovely experience.

Very petty with grading.

Was very helpful during very important times (midterm and finals). Always made himself available and tried to make office hours work for all
students. 

This instructor was very helpful in explaining the concepts and topics discussed in lecture. Often took the time to discuss smaller details that
were not covered in lecture. Overall the instructor was very helpful in explaining any issues, encouraging ,available, and willing to help as much
as possible making him a very good instructor in my opinion.

Don't dock points for simple mistake on quizzes

Made difficult problems easy and clearly explained the problems.

Even though Brandon was the only TA, he was always willing to help anyone. Brandon is a great instructor. He would explain everything is more
detail and in a better way to understand. Overall Brandon is an extraordinary instructor. He is way better than the actual professor.

Brandon was super duper awesome! He loves math! Maybe even a bit too much... But, nevertheless, he was helpful! I had a great time with him
and I plan on going back to him for help even if he isn't my TA! He's just that great!



Very nice. And really great at explains topics. Also gave a lot of advice for just succeding in school


